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Abstract
This paper describes a practical application of transformation-based analysis and code generation. An
overview is given of an approach for automatically constructing Java stress tests whose execution exercises
all “interesting” class initialization sequence possibilities for a given class hierarchy.
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1 Overview
This paper describes a model-driven approach in which transformation can be used
to automatically generate Java stress tests whose scale and complexity resist man-
ual construction. The approach consists of a framework where a variety of Java
entities can be modelled at various levels of abstraction. The models presented
have structural properties that naturally lend themselves to transformation-based
manipulation. In this setting, transformation-based analysis is performed on the
most abstract form of a model and the goal of transformation-based generation is
to derive a corresponding concrete model (i.e., a set of Java classes). All analysis
and generation transformations discussed in this paper have been implemented in
the higher-order transformation language TL [8] using the HATS system [7]. The
resulting stress tests are being used to help validate that the SSP [6], a hardware
implementation of a signiﬁcant JVM subset, conforms to the speciﬁcation of the
Java Virtual Machine (JVM).
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In the context of this paper, a (stress) test is the Java source code for a set
of classes which, after compilation, can be given as “input” to an implementation
of the JVM. The correct execution of this test program provides evidence that a
certain portion of an implementation’s behavior conforms to the JVM speciﬁcation
[3]. In particular, this paper focuses on the generation of stress tests that can
be used to help validate the behavior of a JVM implementation with respect to
class initialization. More speciﬁcally, we are interested in providing assurance that
<clinit> methods are properly sequenced (i.e., are invoked at the proper time
during program execution).
The remainder of this paper is as follows: Section 2 provides background on class
initialization as it is speciﬁed for the JVM. Section 3 describes various models and
model representations that are of interest to our testing goals. Section 4 discusses
the selection, observation, and generation of tests. The section introduces the con-
cept of a discrimination net to capture the notion of interesting clinit tests. Next,
a design is given that enables <clinit> method sequencing to be observed in the
context of a test program. This is followed by a discussion of transformation-based
test generation. Section 5 discusses how clinit stress tests can be generated using
the higher-order transformation language TL. Section 6 presents some results and
section 7 concludes.
2 Background: Java Class Initialization
Class initialization is part of the linking phase of the JVM [3]. In Java, the initializa-
tion of a class takes place at most once during execution. We pick up the discussion
of class initialization at the point where veriﬁcation and preparation have already
taken place. Furthermore, here we only describe the general case of initialization
for user-deﬁned classes. For example, we do not consider class initializations that
are triggered as a result of the invocation of various reﬂective methods such as those
that can be found in class Class or package java.lang.reflect. We also do not
discuss initialization with respect to interfaces. And ﬁnally, due to space limita-
tions, this background discussion does not cover the eﬀects of constant ﬁelds and
the passive use of classes on class initialization.
Generally speaking, class initialization involves executing the <clinit> method
associated with a class. This method is generated by the compiler and contains
code realizing all class variable initializers as well as static initializers. From an
operational standpoint, class variable initializers and static initializers are executed
in the order in which they syntactically appear in the class. The method <clinit>
cannot be invoked directly at the source code level, but rather may only be invoked
internally by the JVM in response to the ﬁrst active use of a class.
There are three kinds of situations that constitute an active use of a class: (1)
when a static ﬁeld of a class is accessed, (2) when a static method of a class is
invoked, and (3) when an instance of the class is created. At the bytecode level,
there are four bytecodes whose execution constitute an active use of a class: new,
getstatic, putstatic, and invokestatic.
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The <clinit> method for a given class may be invoked at most once during
the execution of a Java program. The internal structure of a <clinit> method
(i.e., its body) is important to this discussion only to the extent that the body may
contain an active use of another class.
The execution of the body of a <clinit> method for a class B should be
suspended if the <clinit> method for the superclass of B has not been invoked 3 .
The execution of a <clinit> method body should also be suspended if an attempt
is made, in the method body, to evaluate an active use of a class whose <clinit>
method has not yet been invoked. The execution of a suspended method must
resume immediately after completion of the <clinit> method belonging to the
class that triggered the suspension.
Rule 1: A <clinit> method may be invoked at most once.
Rule 2: The <clinit> method of a class B must be invoked before any active
use of B may be evaluated.
Rule 3: Before executing the body of the <clinit> method for a class B, the
<clinit> method of the superclass of B must be invoked.
Rule 4: The execution of the <clinit> method of Bi must be suspended upon
encountering (in its body) an active use of a class Bk whose <clinit>
method has not been invoked.
Rule 5: The execution of a suspended <clinit> method (for class Bi) must
resume immediately after completion of the <clinit> method (for class
Bk) that caused the suspension.
Fig. 1. Class initialization rules
class A1 { static int x = A2.w; }
class A2 extends A1 { static int w = 1;
static int x = A1.x; }
class B1 { static int x = B2.w; }
class B2 { static int w = 1;
static int x = B1.x; }
Fig. 2. The diﬀerence between Rule 3 and Rule 4
And ﬁnally, an active use of a class B may be evaluated at any time after the
<clinit> method for B has been invoked (even though the <clinit> method for
B may not be completed). This relaxation on the evaluation of active uses pro-
vides a straightforward means for resolving circular dependencies among <clinit>
methods thereby ensuring that initialization sequences are well-founded.
3 Initialization of an interface does not require initialization of its superinterface and consists only of
executing the interface’s initialization method.
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Figure 1 gives a set of rules that are suﬃcient to assure the correctness of class
initialization. Figure 2 highlights the distinction between initialization Rule 3 and
initialization Rule 4. In particular, assuming A1 has not been initialized, a ﬁrst
active use of A2.x will result in A2.x being initialized with the value 0. In contrast,
assuming B1 has not been initialized, a ﬁrst active use of B2.x will result in B2.x
being initialized with the value 1.
3 Concepts and Terminology
We use the term model, usually preceded by a descriptor (e.g., class model), to
denote various Java entities. Models can have representations at various levels of
abstraction – a characteristic that is exploited during transformation. There are two
representational forms that are of particular interest: We use the term abstract form
to refer to the most abstract representation of a model that we wish to consider.
We use the term concrete form to refer to models represented in the syntax of Java
that can be legally embedded within a particular Java source program, compiled,
and executed.
The scope of our discourse ranges over the following models:
• class hierarchy model – This model represents a set of Java classes. In its abstract
form, this model is represented as a list of abstract class models. In its concrete
form, this model is represented as a list of concrete class models.
• class model – This model represents the clinit dependencies of a Java class includ-
ing the dependency that exists between a class and its superclass. In its abstract
form, this model is represented as a rewrite rule of the form:
[B1 → B2B3 · · ·Bn]
where B2 is the superclass of B1 and B3 · · ·Bn denotes the active use sequence
that occurs within the <clinit> method of B1. The concrete form of this model
is shown in Figure 4. The concrete form assumes that <expression> is the
concrete form of an active use model corresponding to B3 · · ·Bn.
• active use model – This model represents a sequence of active uses of a set of
classes. In its abstract form, this model is represented as a list of class identiﬁers:
B1B2 · · ·Bm. In its concrete form, this model is represented as an expression of
the form:
(B 1.x + B 2.x + · · · + B m.x)
where it is assumed that the classes B1, ..., Bm contain static declarations of the
integer identiﬁer x.
• observed sequence model – This model represents the clinit sequence that has
been observed as a result of executing an active use model with respect to a given
class hierarchy model. In its abstract form, this model is represented as a list of
class identiﬁers: B1B2 · · ·Bk. In its concrete form, this model is represented by
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the class observe as shown in Figure 4.
• initialization sequence model – This model represents the order in which
<clinit> methods should complete, according to the speciﬁcation of the JVM,
for a given (class hierarchy model, active use model) pair. In its abstract form,
this model is represented as a list of class identiﬁers B1B2 · · ·Br. In its concrete
form, this model is represented by the following boolean valued expression:
(observe.B 1 == 1 && observe.B 2 == 2 && · · · && observe.B r == r)
where it is assumed that an observed sequence model containing the classes
B1B2 · · ·Br exists.
4 Testing: Selection, Observation, and Generation
Our testing objective is to generate a Java source program that can be used to
validate that an implementation of the JVM has behavioral properties that conform
to the rules in Figure 1. Using the concepts deﬁned in the previous section a test,
in abstract form, is modelled as a tuple (M, a seq) consisting of a class hierarchy
model M and an active use sequence a seq. A stress test is modelled as a list of
test models.
For a given class hierarchy model M, it will generally be possible to construct
an inﬁnite set of active use sequences (e.g., B, BB, BBB, ...) and thus, an inﬁnite
number of tests (M, B), (M, BB), and so on. However, since M is ﬁnite, an
argument can be made that there are only a ﬁnite number of “interesting” active
use sequences. For example, one might argue that the active use sequence AA is
redundant and therefore not interesting. Such arguments reﬂect assumptions, that
are sometimes subtle, about the nature of the error that a test hopes to expose.
4.1 Selection: Discrimination Nets – Interesting Active Use Sequences
We say that an active use model is complete with respect to a given class hierarchy
model M if and only if it guarantees the initialization, either directly or indirectly,
of every class in M. The abstract form of an active use model a seq is minimal
if (1) class identiﬁers occur at most once, and (2) a seq does not contain a proper
preﬁx that is complete. We refer to the set of all minimal active use models as a
discrimination net. Figure 3 shows a class hierarchy and its discrimination net in
graphical form. The abstract active use models belonging to the discrimination net
are constructed by concatenating the class identiﬁers of all paths in the tree from
root to leaf: {ABC,AC,BC,C}.
We are interested in the construction of stress tests that, for a given class hier-
archy model M, will validate all active use models belonging to the discrimination
net of M.
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class A { static int y = 0; }
class B extends A { static int y = 0; }
class C { static int y = B.y; }
A B C
B
C
CC
Fig. 3. A class hierarchy and its discrimination net
Class Model Template
class B_i [extends B_r] { static int x = <expression>;
static int pos = observe.setB_i(); }
Observed Sequence Model Template
class observe {
static int B_1;
static int setB_1() { B_1 = next_position;
next_position += 1;
return B_1 ;
}
// declarations for remaining classes B_2, ... , B_n
// the position counter used by all set methods
static int next_position = 1;
}
Initialization Sequence Model Template
class set_and_check {
static int a_seq = B_1.x + B_2.x; // Test sequence
static void check() {
System.out.println ( observe.B_j1 == 1 &&
observe.B_j2 == 2 &&
...
observe.B_jn == n );
}
}
Test Driver Template
class test {
public static void main(String [ ] args) {
set_and_check_1.check();
set_and_check_2.check();
...
set_and_check_m.check();
}
};
Fig. 4. Concrete Form Templates
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4.2 Observing <clinit> Method Sequencing
The clinit dependencies between classes can be seen as having a directed graph-
like structure. These dependencies can be modelled by a class hierarchy model M.
Given a clinit dependency description M, we are interested in creating, in concrete
form, a hierarchy of classes {B1, B2, ..., Bn} whose clinit dependencies correspond
to M.
A test class Bi belonging to a class hierarchy M will have a concrete form con-
forming to the class model template shown in Figure 4. The extends B r portion of
the class deﬁnition is optional and is only included when required by the dependency
graph description D. In the class B i, the variable x is assigned to an expression
whose evaluation explicitly triggers the sequence of active uses called for by D. In
this discussion, we will use an expression of the form Bj1.x+Bj2.x+...+Bjk .x to trig-
ger the active use sequence 〈Bj1 , Bj2, ..., Bjk 〉. The second statement in class B i is a
static declaration of the variable pos whose value is assigned to observe.setB i().
The value of this variable represents the position of the class’ <clinit> method in
the overall class initialization sequence for the class hierarchy. If pos has a value of
zero it we conclude that the <clinit> method for the class has not been invoked
(or did not complete).
For a given hierarchy of classes {B1, B2, ..., Bn}, we construct an associated class
observe. The class observe consists of integer and method declarations whose
purpose is to positionally record when the <clinit> methods of {B1, B2, ..., Bn}
are invoked. Note that the recording of the position of B i’s <clinit> method is
done external to B i (i.e., within the class observe). This permits us to later query
B i’s position in a clinit sequence in a manner that does not itself constitute an
active use of B i.
The observe class contains an integer and method declaration corresponding to
each class Bi in the class hierarchy and has a structure conforming to the observed
sequence model template shown in Figure 4.
For each class hierarchy {B1, B2, ..., Bn}, there is also an associated class
set and check. The ﬁrst statement in set and check is a static declaration of
a variable a seq whose initializing expression consists of a speciﬁc initial (top-level)
active use sequence to be tested. The second statement is a declaration of a method
check which accesses the positional elements of the class observe to see if the
initialization of classes B1, B2, ..., Bn conforms to the correct class initialization se-
quence that results from the evaluation of a seq. The class set and check has a
structure conforming to the initialization sequence model template shown in Figure
4.
Since <clinit> methods are invoked only once, in any given execution run, a
hierarchy of classes {B1, B2, ..., Bn} can only be used to test the behavior a single
active use sequence. However, a diﬀerent active use sequence for a given (ﬁxed)
class hierarchy can be tested in the same execution run by making a copy of the
class hierarchy as well as the associated observe and set and check classes. Such
copies can be made using standard renaming techniques. In this manner a set
of tests can be created and executed from a testsuite’s main method by simply
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calling the check method of every instance of class set and check that has been
created. The template for this driver method is shown in Figure 4. Note that the
invocation set and check i.check() will trigger the execution of the <clinit>
method for set and check i which will result in the initialization of the variable
set and check.a seq.
4.3 A Test Generator
Let MA and MC respectively denote the abstract and concrete forms of a class
hierarchy model. Let {aseq1, ..., aseqn} denote the discrimination net for MA. Let
iseqj denote the (correct) class initialization sequence implied by (MA, aseqj), and
let (MAj , aseq
′
j) denote a consistent renaming of (MA, aseqj). Under these assump-
tions, the transformational steps that need to be performed can be summarized as
shown in Figure 5.
(1) MA ⇒ (MA, {aseq1, ..., aseqn})
(2) ⇒ {(MA1 , aseq
′
1
), ..., (MAn , aseq
′
n)}
(3) ⇒ {(MA1 , aseq
′
1
, iseq′
1
), ..., (MAn , aseq
′
n, iseq
′
n)}
(4) ⇒ {(MA1 , observe1, set check1), ..., (MAn , observen, set checkn)}
(5) ⇒ {test, (MC1 , observe1, set check1), ..., (MCn , observen, set checkn)}
Fig. 5. A summary of transformational steps
In step (1), the abstract model MA is used to construct the discrimination net
{aseq1, ..., aseqn}. In step (2) tuples are constructed by pairing the abstract model
with each element in the discrimination net and tuple elements are consistently
renamed. In step (3) an analysis is performed on each tuple (MAj , aseq
′
j) yielding
the expected initialization sequence iseq′j . In step (4) the pair (aseq
′
j, iseq
′
j) is used
to generate an instance of the class set and check and the model MAj is used to
generate an instance of the class observe. And ﬁnally, in step (5) the models MAj
are transformed into concrete form and the driver class test is added.
5 Transformation in Practice
Many of the transformational steps in the test generator are straightforward and,
due to space considerations, the concrete details of their implementation are not
presented. However, highlights of basic transformations are shown in Figure 6.
Aside from various standard transformational issues, there are three primary
transformational problems that must be overcome when generating Java stress tests
in the manner described in this paper. First, one needs to deﬁne transformations
that are able to construct a discrimination net for a given model MA. Second,
one needs to deﬁne transformations that are able to construct the expected ini-
tialization sequence iseq implied by a model/activation sequence pair (MA, aseq).
And third, one must develop transformations that are able to consistently use iden-
tiﬁer names across the stress test (e.g., calls in the main method to instances of
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Class Model Transformation
[B1 → B2B3 · · ·Bm] =⇒ class B 1 extends B 2 { static int x = B3 · · ·Bm; }
=⇒ class B 1 extends B 2 {
static int x = (B 3.x + ... + B m.x);
}
Initialization Sequence Transformation
B1 · · ·Br =⇒ static void check() { B1 · · ·Br }
=⇒ static void check() {
System.out.println(observe.B 1==1 &&...&& observe.B r==r);
}
Test Class Transformation
class set and check 1 { ... static void check() { ... } ... }
...
...
...
...
class set and check s { ... static void check() { ... } ... }
=⇒
public static void main(String[] args) {
set and check 1.check(); ... set and check s.check();
}
Fig. 6. Transformation Highlights
set and check.check()). In the next section we give a brief overview of TL. This
is then followed by a discussion of implementation details of two of these three
problems: initialization sequence calculation and the consistent use of names.
5.1 Overview of TL
This section gives a brief overview of TL, a labelled conditional (higher-order)
rewriting language supporting a variety of strategic operators and generic traversals.
For a more detailed discussion of TL see [8]. In TL, parse trees are the “objects”
that TL programs transform. Rewrite rules have the following form:
r : lhs → sn [if condition] (1)
In this example, r denotes the label of the rule, lhs denotes a pattern describing
a tree structure, sn denotes a strategic expression whose evaluation yields a strategy
of order n, and if condition denotes an optional Boolean-valued condition consisting
of one or more match expressions constructed using Boolean connectives.
A pattern is a notation for describing the parse tree structures that are being
manipulated. This notation includes typed variables that are quantiﬁed over speciﬁc
tree structure domains; E.g., stmt id1 = 5  is a tree with root stmt and leaves
id1, =, and 5. In this context, the subscripted variable id1 denotes a typed variable
quantiﬁed over the domain of all trees having id as their root node. In general, a
pattern of the form Bα′ is structurally valid if and only if the derivation B
+
⇒ α
is possible according to the grammar and α′ is obtained from α by subscripting all
nonterminals occurring in α.
A strategic expression is an expression whose evaluation yields a strategy having
a particular order. In the framework of TL, a pattern is considered to be a strategy of
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order 0. A rewrite rule that transforms its input tree into another tree is considered
to be a strategy of order 1 (i.e., a ﬁrst-order rule). Let s1 denote a ﬁrst-order
strategy. Then the rule lhs → s1 denotes a second-order strategy (e.g., s2), and so
on.
A match expression is a ﬁrst-order match between two patterns. Let t1 denote
a pattern, possibly non-ground, and let t2 denote a ground pattern. The expression
t1  t2 denotes a match expression and evaluates to true if and only if a substitution
σ can be constructed so that σ(t1) = t2. One or more match expressions can be
combined using the Boolean connectives { and, or, not } to form the condition of a
rewrite rule.
A combinator is an operator deﬁned on strategies. Two widely used combinators
are: (1) left-to-right sequential composition (<;), and (2) left-biased conditional
composition (<+). Let s1 and s2 denote two strategies. The expression s1 <; s2
denotes the left-to-right sequential composition of s1 and s2. When applied to a
tree t, this strategy will ﬁrst apply s1 to t and then apply s2 to the result. In
contrast, the expression s1 <+ s2 denotes the left-biased conditional composition of
s1 and s2. When applied to a tree t, the application of s1 to t is attempted, and if
that succeeds, the result is returned; otherwise, the result of the application of s2
to t is returned. In TL, if neither s1 or s2 apply then t is returned unchanged. In
other words, in TL, failure is treated as an identity. This is one characteristic that
distinguishes TL from systems like Stratego [5] and Elan [1].
TL supports a variety of standard generic traversals such as top-down left-to-
right, which in TL is denoted by the keyword TDL. TL also supports the deﬁnition
and use of higher-order generic traversals. Informally, one can think of a higher-
order traversal as mechanism for dynamically collecting a number of strategies and
combining them to form a new strategy. A common higher-order traversal is one
that traverses a tree in a TDL fashion, applies a higher-order strategy sn+1, and
composes the resulting order-n strategies using the <+ combinator. In TL, this
traversal is denoted by the keyword lcond tdl.
5.1.1 The Transient Combinator
The transient combinator is a very special combinator in TL. This combinator
restricts a strategy so that it may be applied at most once. The “at most once”
property is the hallmark of the transient combinator.
Transients open the door to self-modifying strategies. When using a traversal
to apply a self-modifying strategy to a term, a diﬀerent strategy may be applied
to every term encountered during a traversal. For example, let r1 : int1 → int2
denote a rule that rewrites an arbitrary integer to the value 2. If such a rule is
applied to a term t in a top-down fashion, TDL{r1}(t), all of the integers in the
term will be rewritten to 2. Now consider the following self-modifying transient
strategy r2:
r2 : transient(int1 → int1) <+
transient(int1 → int2) <+
transient(int1 → int3)
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When applied to a term t in a top-down fashion, TDL{r2}(t), this strategy will
rewrite the ﬁrst integer encountered to 1, the second integer encountered to 2, and
the third integer encountered to 3. All other integers will remain unchanged.
5.2 Initialization Sequence Calculation
The basic idea for determining the initialization sequence for a given class hierarchy
and active use sequence is as follows: The initial active use sequence lista seq is
treated as a stack where the top element, Bi, denotes the <clinit> method for
the class that is currently active. A currently active <clinit> method, Bi, is
“processed” by:
(i) Mark: Bi is marked as having been invoked. Conceptually, this is accom-
plished by a rewrite of the form Bi → [Bi].
(ii) Suspend: Bi is suspended. This is accomplished by pushing the active use
model associated with Bi on top of the stack (via an append transformation).
(iii) Remove: The “mark and suspend” transformation used to accomplish steps
1 and 2 is removed so Bi cannot be invoked a second time. This removal is
accomplished via the transient combinator.
(iv) Cleanup: A residual “cleanup” transformation is created that removes all
unmarked instances of Bi.
model list ::= list “;” model list | 
list ::= item [“+” | “&&” ] list | 
item ::= class model | ...
class model ::= class id | marked class | abstract class | concrete class | ...
class id ::= Id
marked class ::= “[” Id “]”
abstract class ::= “[” Id “->” list “]”
concrete class ::= “class” Id [ “extends” Id ] body
...
Fig. 7. An extended-BNF grammar fragment.
The TL strategy realizing the transformation described in the previous para-
graph is shown in Figure 8. A context-free grammar fragment deﬁning the syntactic
structure of the model representations to be transformed is shown in Figure 7.
In Figure 8, the strategy compute iseq is a higher-order strategy that, when
given the abstract form of a class hierarchy model (listM ) and an active use sequence
(lista seq) will transform lista seq into its corresponding class initialization sequence.
This transformation is achieved through the application of the strategy rm obj <
; process[listM ] to lista seq using the traversal TDFIX as shown in the following
strategic expression:
TDFIX{rm obj <; process[listM ]}(lista seq) (2)
The generic traversal TDFIX is user-deﬁned and, as it is used in compute iseq,
will perform a single top-down traversal over lista seq exhaustively applying the
strategy rm obj <; process[listM ] to every term encountered during the traversal.
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def TDFIX s = TDL{ FIX{ s } }
append: ...
rm obj: listOBJ list2 → list2
mark: abstract class [IdA → list1]  →
listIdA list2 → (append[list1](list [IdA] list2)))
suspend: abstract class [IdA → list1]  →
list[IdA] list2 → (append[list1](list [IdA] list2))
cleanup: abstract class [IdA → list1]  → listIdA list2 → list2
mark suspend cleanup:
abstract classA →
(
transient(mark[abstract classA] <; suspend[abstract classA])
<+
cleanup[abstract classA]
)
process: lcond tdl{mark suspend cleanup}
compute iseq: listM → lista seq → TDFIX{rm obj <; process[listM ]}(lista seq)
Fig. 8. The TL strategies for determining class initialization sequence
(Note that the strategy rm obj will remove all occurrences of OBJ from our initial-
ization sequence model. The reason for this is that we do not model the <clinit>
behavior of the class Object.)
As shown, process is a second-order strategy that, when applied to a class hierar-
chy model (listM ), will produce a strategy that models the clinit sequencing behav-
ior of the <clinit> method for each class in listM . More speciﬁcally, process ac-
complishes this by traversing listM and applying the strategy mark suspend cleanup
to each abstract class encountered and composing the resulting ﬁrst-order strategies
using the <+ combinator.
5.3 The Consistent Use of Names
When generating a stress test the problem surrounding the consistent use of names
is an instance of the distributed data problem (DDP) [8]. The DDP arises when
a semantic relationship exists between terms that are syntactically unrelated. In
practice, this means that information (e.g., identiﬁer names to be referenced) must
be explicitly transported between terms using a mechanism other than an encom-
passing match or uniﬁcation. The parameterization of transformations is a standard
approach that is often used to address the DDP. Other approaches include (1) the
dynamic creation of rewrite rules and strategies in either a ﬁrst-order [4] or higher-
order setting [8], and (2) the fusion of term structures in which data and compu-
tations can be combined [2]. In the transformations described in this paper, most
instances of the DDP have been avoided through (1) appropriate choice of identiﬁer
names, and (2) consistent use of a single model to derive various components of
the stress test. For example, in the class observe, a monitoring identiﬁer of type
integer is declared corresponding to each class whose clinit behavior we want to
observe. These monitoring variables are then referenced within the method check
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which is part of an accompanying the class set and check. Thus, a relationship
exists between the declaration of monitoring identiﬁers in the class observe and
their subsequent use in the method check. Naming consistency can be preserved
in this case by simply choosing the names of monitoring identiﬁers so that they are
syntactically identical to the identiﬁer of the class they are intended to monitor (e.g.,
the monitoring identifer for class C will be C). Given this approach, it is straightfor-
ward to derive consistent versions of the classes observe and set and check from
a model MAk .
The set method within the class observe adds a slight wrinkle to our approach.
Ideally, we would like to have a function for generating fresh identiﬁer names that
has the following input/output behavior:
special new( B k ) = setB k
A generator such as special new could be used to generate method declarations
in observe and corresponding method invocations in set and check. Note that
there is nothing remarkable about the function special new other than its ability to
produce an identiﬁer token from the concatenation of two other identiﬁers. In TL,
such a function can be easily deﬁned, placed within a user-deﬁned library, and made
accessible within a transformation. Similar functions can be created to generate
instances of the classes observe and set and check (e.g., the identiﬁer observe is
concatenated with the ﬁrst class identifer occurring within a class hierarchy model
to create a unique instance of the class observe).
Another instance of the DDP arises from the need to invoke all check methods
from within the main method of the driver class test. Here, TL admits a novel
solution that makes use of associative matching at the token level. Speciﬁcally, TL
allows identiﬁer patterns to be constructed containing one or more occurrences of
a wildcard denoted by the symbol ∗. The original motivation for providing this
capability in TL was to facilitate the kinds of transformations that are performed
during weaving in AOP environments – speciﬁcally, AspectJ pointcut descriptors.
However, as we see here, this capability serves other purposes as well.
collect set and check:
id1 → transient(list1 → listid1.check(); list1)
if id1  wild idset and check∗ 
make test class:
model list1 → model listmodel1; model list1
if list1  TDL{lcond tdl{collect set and check} [model list1]}(list)
and model1  modelclass test {public static void main(String[]args){list1}}
Fig. 9. The use of wildcard matching in the construction of a test driver.
Figure 9 shows the transformations used to construct the driver class test. In
the strategy make test class the evaluation of the strategic expression
6 Results
lcond tdl{collect set and check} [model list1] (3)
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Abstract Model Total Number of Number of
(Input) Classes Test Groups
[A→ OBJ ] 21 4
[B → A]
[C → B]
[A→ OBJ B] 85 12
[B → A]
[C → D A]
[D → A B C]
[E → C ]
[A→ OBJ ] 505 63
[B → A C]
[C → OBJ A]
[D → OBJ ]
[E → D B]
[F → A B C D E]
[A→ OBJ ] 2401 240
[B → A C]
[C → OBJ A]
[D → OBJ B]
[E → D B]
[F → A B C D]
[G → OBJ A F ]
[H → G F A]
Fig. 10. Metrics on Generated Stress Tests
will traverse the tests in model list1 and produce an instance of the strat-
egy transient(list1 → listid1.check(); list1) for each instance of the class
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set and check encountered. In the solution presented, instances of set and check
have been created by concatenating a unique suﬃx to set and check (e.g.,
set and check 01). In the conditional portion of the rule collect set and check,
instances of set and check are recognized by the wildcard match id1 
wild idset and check∗ .
The resulting instances of transient(list1 → listid1.check(); list1) are used
to populate the term list  – an empty list. This is accomplished using the the
top-down traversal TDL. The resulting list is then placed in the body of the main
method of the class test.
Figure 10 gives metrics on the stress tests generated for several abstract models
which serve as the input to the test generator. In Section 4.1 we gave a rationale
for restricting our attention in test generation to active use sequences that are
minimal. This limits the number of tests that can be generated for a given class
hierarchy. For example, a hierarchy containing n classes can have at most n! tests
in its discrimination net. This situation occurs when all classes in the hierarchy
have an abstract model of the form [Bi → OBJ]. At the other extreme, the smallest
discrimination net will have size n. This situation occurs when the dependencies
within the hierarchy are such that the ﬁrst active use of any class will bring about
the initialization of the all the other classes in the hierarchy.
7 Summary and Conclusion
Stress tests can provide a signiﬁcant contribution to the assurance argument for a
system. Oftentimes stress tests have size and complexity attributes that make their
manual generation impractical. Two major challenges that one faces when automat-
ically generating stress test are: (1) developing a systematic approach for selecting
test cases, and (2) constructing certiﬁcates that can be used to automatically check
the results of test cases. In this paper we have presented an approach for clinit test
generation where the selection of test cases and the generation of certiﬁcates takes
place on the abstract form of a model and the results are then transformed into
concrete tests.
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